WELCOME TO THE MUSEUM
FOR A SAFE VISIT
Dear visitors,
In order to ensure your protection and to avoid the risk of contagion as much as possible, in addition
to the implementation of the necessary safety measures related to the containment of COVID-19, the
cooperation of all is needed.
For this reason, during your visit to the museum we ask you to comply with the following rules:
1. always observe social distancing of at least one metre, avoiding crowding
2. always wear a mask while you are in the building. A mask is also mandatory for children over 6
years of age. The use of a surgical mask is recommended, while the use of a mask with exhalation
valve is discouraged
3. enter the ticket office one person at a time, presenting your reservation
4. follow the route specified by signs and/or museum staff
5. avoid touching cases, objects, works and surfaces during your visit. If strictly necessary for your
visit, ask the museum staff for gloves. At the end of the visit the gloves must be thrown in the
appropriate container located near the museum's exit
6. avoid touching materials in the bookshop. If necessary, ask the staff for gloves
7. debit and credit card payments are preferred
8. when in the restrooms you must strictly follow the rules posted there
Also remember that:
✓ hand sanitiser is available
✓ visitors are kindly asked to come with a minimum of personal belongings, thus avoiding luggage,
backpacks and bulky bags in order to avoid the use of the coat check
✓ visiting times inside the exhibition halls are predefined
✓ any food and beverage vending machines cannot be used by the public
✓ audio guides, touchscreens, and other devices requiring contact are not available. Visitors are invited
to use the MuseOn app, available in iOS and Android versions, which is being implemented with routes dedicated to all museums of the Istituzione Bologna Musei.
To download the app, go to: museon.it/bolognamusei/

Thank you for your cooperation and we wish you a pleasant visit

